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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of smartphone application market raises security
concerns regarding untrusted applications. Studies have shown that
most apps in markets request to collect data irrelevant to the main
functions of the apps. Traditional permission control design based
on one-time decisions on installation has been proven to be not
effective to protect user privacy and poorly utilize scarce mobile
resources (e.g. battery). In this work, we propose RecDroid, a
framework for smartphone users to make permission control in real
time and receive recommendations from expert users who use the
same apps. This way users can benefit from the expert opinions and
make correct permission granting decisions. We describe our vision
on realizing our solution on Android and show that our solution is
feasible, easy to use, and effective.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of mobile apps is the primary driving force for
the rapid increase of number of smartphone users. That number
is predicted to double in the next 4 years, from 1.4 billion smartphone users world-wide in 2013 to 2.5 billion by 2017 [4]. The
number of mobile apps has been growing exponentially in the past
few years. According to the official report by Android Google Play
Store, the number of apps in the store has reached 1 billion, surpassed its major competitor Apple Apps Store, in 2013 [20]. As
the number of smartphone apps increases, the privacy and security
problem of users has become a serious problem, especially when
the smartphones are used for sensitive tasks and for business purposes. A malicious third-party app can not only steal private information, such as contact list, text messages, and location from
the user, but can also cause financial loss of the users by making
secretive premium-rate phone calls and text messages [17].
To prevent malicious apps from unauthorized resource access,
Android isolate resources controlled by each app and users permission are required to access those resources. When installing a
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new app, users have to grant all resource access requests before using the app. However, the current permission control mechanism
has been proven ineffective to protect users from malicious apps.
Study shows that more than 70% of smartphone apps request to
collect data irrelevant to the main function of the app [6]. When installing a new app, most users do not pay attention to the irrelevant
resource access requests. Only a small portion (3%) of users pay attention and make correct answers to permission granting questions.
Current Android permission warnings do not help most users make
correct security decisions [12].
The reasons for the ineffectiveness of the current permission control system include: (1) inexperienced users do not realize resource
requests are irrelevant and will compromise their privacy. (2) users
have the urge to use the app and may be obliged to exchange their
privacy for using the app. To help inexperienced users who want to
protect their privacy from untrusted apps, we propose a novel solution to allow users to use apps without giving all permissions and
receive help from expert users when permission requests appear.
This project is to provide a framework which allows users to install untrusted apps under a “probation" mode. In probation mode,
users make real-time resource granting decisions when apps are
running. The framework also facilitate user-help-user environment,
where expert users’ decisions are recommended to inexperienced
users. The framework provides the following functionalities:
• Two app installation modes for any new apps: trusted mode
and probation mode. In probation mode, at run time, an app
has to request permission from users to access sensitive resources (e.g. GPS traces, contact information, friend list)
when the resource is needed. In trusted mode, the app is
fully trusted and all permissions are all granted.
• An recommendation system to guide users with permission
granting decisions, by serving users with recommendations
from expert users on the same apps.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework to (1)
guide users to decide on which permission should be granted to
a certain app by providing low-risk recommendations from expert
system, and (2) use optional probation installation mode, which
adaptively prompt users with permission requests which potentially
improves the usability of the permission-granting mechanisms; and
allows market places to ranking their app based on their security
and privacy rating that is implicitly submitted by users.

2.

RELATED WORK

Due to its inherent constrains in resources, much effort has been
done towards the principles and practices to manage resource usage
and privacy protection of mobile applications. The most common

practice for resource access management today is Mandatory Access Control (MAC) mechanism [11, 19], which is found in API
from major mobile players such as Apple iOS [3], Android [1],
BlackBerry [2], and Windows Phone [7]. In such paradigm, resource access from apps needs to be granted by users. In Android,
for example, this is done through its static permission model [14],
where users need to grant all requested permissions on installation.
Once the permissions are granted by users, they cannot be revoked
unless the application is uninstalled. Anderson et. al. studied the
economical implications of this model across different application
market places and platform [8].
Based on the existing centralized market places (e.g., Android
Market), Gilbert et. al. proposed AppInspector, an automated security testing and validation system [13]. The system is run by the
market places or a third party to prove or disprove security properties of apps. However, they rely on a single party to perform the
entire process including tracking sensitive information flow, identifying security and privacy risks, and reporting potential risks of
information misuse. Therefore, AppInspector does not scale well
with app base. As a result, malicious apps are prosperous in the
market.
TaintDroid [10] is a data flow tracking system which allows users
to track and analyze flows of sensitive data and potentially identify
suspicious apps. TainDroid provides a tool for expert users to discover potential app misbehaving, while our system can effectively
utilize responses from expert users and help other users protect
their privacy through recommending appropriate permission granting decisions.
AppFence [15], MockDroid [9], and TISSA [5] avoid giving
out sensitive data by granting fake permission. While such approaches reduce the risk of leaking private information, it requires
users to make decisions on every resource request, which is difficult for inexperienced users. Our proposed approach prompts users
adaptively based on the collective permission decisions from other
users, and also provides decision recommendation.
A similar work to ours that we are aware is FireDroid [18]. It is
a framework of policy-based access control for Android system. In
this work, an application monitor is created to track all processes
spawned in Android and allow/deny them based on human managed policies. This approach requires rooting the device and extracting the Android booting partition, which is not practical for
most users. In addition, the policy file editing and management are
also not user friendly for most non-savvy users. Therefore, FireDroid targets on corporation phone users where the FireDroid can
be pre-installed and policies are managed by administrators.

3.

SYSTEM DESIGN

Our general approach is to build RecDroid with four functional
processes, of which two are on mobile clients and the remaining
two are on remote servers. In particular, RecDroid (1) collects
users permission-request responses, (2) analyses the responses to
eliminate untruthful and bias responses, (3) suggests other users
with low-risk responses to permission requests, and (4) ranks apps
based on their security and privacy risk level inferred from users’
responses. Figure 1 shows an overview of RecDroid service, which
is composed of a thin OS patch allowing mobile clients to automatically report users responses to and receive permission request
response suggestions from a RecDroid service.
Before going into further details about individual components,
we first describe the permission handling procedure during an installation a mobile app with RecDroid. When a user first downloads
and installs an application from app stores, the installer requests
permission to access resources on the device. Instead of being sent
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Figure 1: RecDroid Service Overview
to the operating system’s legacy permission handler (e.g. Package
Manager Service on Android) , the requests pass through RecDroid
checks, which are installed on the mobile client at OS level. Figure 2 illustrates the permission checking and granting flow on RecDroid. In the first installation of an app, RecDroid allows the app
to be installed on one of the two modes: Trusted and Probation
(tracking mode), as shown in Figure 4(a). All requested permissions will be permanently granted to the app as specified by the
user, if Trusted mode was selected. Otherwise, in Probation mode,
RecDroid will compare the requested permissions against a predefined list of critical permissions that is of concern to users, such
as location access, contact access, and messaging functions, etc.
Regarding the installation mode selection, RecDroid also recommends an installation mode to the users based on collected data. For
example, for new apps and apps that frequently receive rejections
on permission requests, a probation installation mode should be
recommended to users. With critical permissions, RecDroid client
queries the online RecDroid service to get response recommendations for the permissions, specifically for the apps to be installed.
Upon receiving the answer from the recommendation service, RecDroid client pops up a request, combined with the suggested response, to the user, as shown in Figure 4(c). Based on the suggested
response, the user decide to grant or deny permission to access to
certain resource. If a user chooses to deny a request, a dummy
data or null will be returned to the application. For example, a
denied GPS location request could be responded with a random
location. That decision is both recorded in RecDroid client and
populated back to RecDroid server for app ranking and analysis.
Only then, the request is forwarded to legacy permission handler
for book keeping and minimizing RecDroid’s unexpected impact
on legacy apps. It is important to note that this process only happens once, when the app is first installed. Later, after collecting
users responses and preferences; and having a security and privacy
ranking of the app, RecDroid server should decide and notify RecDroid client whether to pop up permission requests or automatically answer them based on prior knowledge. Therefore, RecDroid
strives to achieve a balance between the fine-grained control and
the usability of the system. In order to realize RecDroid service,
four main challenges need to be addressed.
• How do we instrument the operating system to intercept resource requests with the minimum amount of changes to the
system such that it does not affect normal and legacy operations of the device? At the same time, how do we make

to hundreds of thousands of apps available on the market. To address this scalability challenge, we propose a spanning algorithm
that searches for external expert users based on the similarity of
their responses to our set of internal experts, in combination with
the user’s accumulative reputation. Our recommendation for an app
is based on the average of top N expert users in combination with
the response that is selected by majority of participants. Having the
same nature as the spanning algorithm described in [16], RecDroid
spanning algorithm is sketched as follow.
Algorithm 1 describes our external expert users search method.
In its simplest form, if the similarity of unguided (without recommendation) responses from a user and the responses from our seed
experts to the same app is high, then we recruit that user into the
spanned expert users list. This base method could be further improved by understanding the criticality of a given user by looking
at their responses to permission requests across multiple apps. For
example, a response from a user that always say “Yes" to all permission requests might not be weighted as high as that of a user
that has a diverse set of positive and negative responses. It is certainly true that the more responses our seed expert user send to the
system, the more spanned expert users we can find.
Figure 2: Permission request flow in RecDroid
that instrumentation work on both existing legacy apps and
coming apps?
• Given that the responses from users are subjective, could be
bias, and even malicious, how do we design the recommendation and ranking system based that could detect and then
filter out untruthful or bias responses?
• How do we bootstrap and expand the recommendation system? Since this is a participatory service, it is important to
have a sustainable and scalable approach that could provide
valuable recommendations to all applications. It is certainly
a challenging mission given millions of apps out there on different apps market places, and more to come.
Next, we will provide our vision on addressing the above mentioned challenges. At a high level, we propose a participatory
framework to collect and analyze users’ response to provide recommendations to users and rank apps based on the plausibility of
their permission requests. In our proposed system, a Permission
Control Portal installed on the mobile devices intercepts apps’ permission requests, records the requests, and collect users’ response
to the requests.
Intercepting permission requests: Since intercepting permission requests requires OS level access, we create a small software
patch to modify client’s operating system. We investigated different potential approaches to perform OS modification and designed
a solution that causes minimum impact to legacy apps and applicable to a broad range of OS versions, hardware platforms, and
permission access models. One might argue that collecting this
permission granting behaviors from users could raise privacy concern. However, since the portal does not collect any actual sensitive
information, the data it collects doesn’t contain private information.
In fact, the portal merely communicates three-tuple data in the form
of <AppID, Permission Request, User’s responses>.
Bootstrapping the service: In order to suggest plausible responses to users, RecDroid starts from a set of seed expert users
and make recommendation based on their responses. However, it is
impractical to have our expert users to provide plausible responses

Algorithm 1 Seek spanned expert users
Notations :
U :the set of all users
Ei :the set of initial seed expert users
Es :the set of spanned expert users
for each user u in U \ Ei do
if The percentage of matching unguided responses from u and Ei
is higher than a threshold θ and the number of matching samples is
higher than τ then
Es = Es ∪ u
end if
end for

Table 1 shows the permission decision table for the recommendation system. When a resource access request pops up, our system
searches for the response from our seed experts to the same request
first. If a match is found then send the response of the expert user
as our recommendation and with high confidence. If only the response from a spanned expert user is found, then send the expert
response as our recommendation with medium confidence. Otherwise no recommendation is made.
Table 1: Recommendation Decision Table
Top recommender Recommendation
Confidence
Seed expert
Spanned expert
Others

4.

Response from the expert High
Response from the expert Medium
No recommendation
-

PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION

The goal of RecDroid is to provide a platform for users to grant
permissions to apps based on recommendations from expert users.
To implement this system, we modified the permission management component of Android operating system. In addition, we also
provide users with an Android application to monitor and manage
resource access request at fine-grain level.
Android OS modification: To implement real-time resource
permission control, the system needs to capture all resource access requests at running time. To achieve this goal, we created a
software patch to modify the operating system, making changes to
a few components and methods according to our specific needs.

Figure 3: Patching point to perform RecDroid’s permission
checking inside PackageManagerSerivce

Our Android OS modification has particularly focused on the
Package Manager Service. It plays an important role in installing
the application and managing their requested permissions. PackageManagerService.java class, for example, is where the most amount
of modification is needed. Figure 3 depicts the structure of the main
method of this class and the place where we inserted our code.
By design, our implementation is extensible and generic. While
our method requires more changes at one place, it doesn’t require
modification to be made to every permission request handler as it
was implemented in earlier works, such as in MockDroid [9] for
example.
Permission Control Portal: The users of RecDroid have the options to install apps under a probation mode. We use the app “Line"
(a popular chat application) as our example. The first screenshot
(Figure 4(a)) displays two options when installing the app on the
smart phone. They can be either probation mode or trusted mode.
If the user selects the probation mode, the application will be added
to a list of monitored apps on the phone. On the other hand, if the
user selects the trusted mode, the application will be installed with
all requested permissions granted.
For each installed app, users can use the RecDroid application
to view a list of applications which have been installed under the
probation mode. If the user click on an application in the list, a
set of its requested permissions (see Figure 4(b)) will be listed and
users can select some of them to be monitored resources. By default
all sensitive resources are listed to be monitored.
If an app is installed under the probation mode, whenever the
app requests to access to a sensitive resource under monitoring, the
user will be informed through a pop-up (Figure 4(c)). In addition,
the system also gives a recommendation with a level of confidence
to assist users to make decisions. If the user choose to agree, the
request of the application will be served; otherwise the request will
be blocked.
RecDroid recommendation server: Recording the users responses and providing the decision recommendation to users are
essential to RecDroid. In our system, we create a remote server
to record the responses and also pre-compute and store recommendations, which could become handy when access to Internet is not
available to the client.

5.

OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE WORK

While the major challenges for RecDroid have been discussed,
many other ones remain. In this section, we discuss some potential
issues in RecDroid and our future plan to build such system.

Since RecDroid can be context-aware, some extra information
will to be collected. For example, what time the response is issued
and what request the user just sent before receiving a permission request. In some cases the collected data can be sensitive. The design
of the RecDriod will protect the privacy of users by using encrypted
communication and hashed identity in database. The data will be
used internally and will not be disclosed to any third party.
The initial premise for this framework is that permission request
should be handled differently on different context. For example, a
request for a user’s current location should be granted if the user is
issuing a location-based query (e.g What are the best French restaurants around here?"), while the same request should be denied if the
user is listening to music at the time of request. The current design
of RecDroid, however, does not capture the context at which the
permission is requested. Hence, the most logical next step is to
integrate context information to the system so that the server can
make informed recommendations not only depending the relevant
context. It is important to note that enhancing the service with context, however, has both pros and cons. On one hand, it explains
the behavior of the application in the associated context, hence improving the analytic process of the recommendation and ranking
system. On the other hand, collecting more context information
could also raise privacy concern. We are investigating a method
that could integrating context in without compromising users privacy.
Since the bootstrapping step relies on seed expert users, malicious seeds may cause RecDroid to provide misleading recommendations. We are aware of this potential threats and plan to add resilience design to RecDroid to filter dishonest or biased responses
in our next phase. Furthermore, we also consider enhancing RecDroid in which recommendations are adapted according to each
user’s different security and privacy needs.
Similar to any other participatory services, RecDroid should have
an incentive model to motivate users to participate. Benefit users
getting from the recommended permission responses might not be
enough to justify the inconvenient of reporting their decision to a
centural server all the time. Incentivizing users however is out of
scope of this paper.

6.

CONCLUSION

We presented our vision for implementing RecDroid, a smartphone permission control and recommendation system which serves
the goal of helping users perform low-risk resource accessing control on untrusted apps to protect their privacy and potentially improve efficiency of resource usages. We propose a framework that
allows users to install apps in either trusted mode or probation
mode. In the probation mode, users are prompt with resource accessing requests and make decisions to grant the permissions or
not. RecDroid also provides expert recommendations on permission granting decisions to reduce the user’s risk of making false
decisions. We implemented our system on Android phones and
demonstrate that the system is feasible and effective.
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